Eddie Murphy Exits as Host of 84th
Academy Awards®
November 9, 2011
Beverly Hills, CA (RPRN) 11/09/11 —
Academy of Motion Picture Arts and
Sciences President Tom Sherak
announced that Eddie Murphy has
withdrawn as host of the 84th Academy
Awards. "I appreciate how Eddie feels
about losing his creative partner, Brett
Ratner, and we all wish him well," said
Sherak.
Commented Murphy, "First and foremost I
want to say that I completely understand
Eddie Murphy
and support each party's decision with
regard to a change of producers for this year's Academy Awards ceremony. I was truly
looking forward to being a part of the show that our production team and writers were just
starting to develop, but I'm sure that the new production team and host will do an equally
great job."
Academy Awards for outstanding film achievements of 2011 will be presented on Sunday,
February 26, 2012, at the Kodak Theatre at Hollywood & Highland Center®, and televised live
by the ABC Television Network. The Oscar® presentation also will be televised live in more
than 200 countries worldwide.
###
ABOUT THE ACADEMY
The Academy of Motion Picture Arts and
Sciences is the world's preeminent movie-related
organization, with a membership of more than
6,000 of the most accomplished men and women
working in cinema. In addition to the annual
Academy Awards – in which the members vote to
select the nominees and winners – the Academy
presents a diverse year-round slate of public
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programs, exhibitions and events; provides
financial support to a wide range of other movierelated organizations and endeavors; acts as a
neutral advocate in the advancement of motion picture technology; and, through its Margaret
Herrick Library and Academy Film Archive, collects, preserves, restores and provides access
to movies and items related to their history. Through these and other activities the Academy
serves students, historians, the entertainment industry and people everywhere who love
movies.
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www.facebook.com/TheAcademy
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